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What	is	an	energy-smart	city	to	whom?	



Walking	Classes	Unite,	Chennai	2008	
Smart	for	whom,	and	who	decides?	

18	dead	on	NH2,	Varanasi	2018	
Smart	by	whom,	and	who	pays?	

100	cities,	5	years	
120	billion	kroner	



•  The	role	of	users	in	smart	technologies	
•  Efforts	to	safeguard	privacy	and	data	
protection	in	data-driven	smart	environments	

•  Infrastructures	that	sense,	act,	perhaps	think	
•  Policy-related	discourses	of	smart	



What	is	an	energy-smart	city	to	whom?	
Common	uses	of	smart	

•  Inventory	of	certain	characteristics	
•  Intersecting	innovations	and	artefacts	
•  Continuation	of	the	modernising	project	
•  Professional	achievement,	challenge,	project	
•  Data-driven	agency	
•  Shifting	social	and	scientific	relationships	
•  New	forms	of	consumerism	



Sustainable	urban	smart	shifts	
=	massive	energy	sector	transition	

•  What	redefinition	do	such	transitions	imply?	
•  Who	decides	and	on	what	basis?	
•  Are	smart	city	energy	systems	more	tech-savvy	
and	people-friendly?	

•  Do	they	improve	information	flows	and	
infrastructure	governance?	

•  What	makes	the	difference,	what	defines	this	
smartness?	

•  Which	pieces	of	the	puzzle	are	still	missing?	



Programme	for	this	afternoon	

12:45-14:00	Panel	1	–	Camilla	Moster,	BKK	
	
How	do	businesses	contribute	to	low-carbon	energy	transitions	in	
cities?	
	
-  Tor	Krog,	Nordic	Director	of	Business	and	Development,	Siemens	
-  Fredrik	Seliussen,	Development	Director,	Lyseparken,	Os	Kommune	
-  Monika	Inde	Zsak	–	Head	of	Innovation	and	BKK	Grønn	Invest,	BKK	
	
14:00-14:15	Coffee	break	



After	the	coffee	break	
14:15-14:45	Interactive	session	
	
Why	are	you	at	this	seminar?	Stakeholders,	roles	and	expectations	in	
energy-smart	city-making		
	
14:45-15:45	Panel	2	–	Corina	Guder,	UiB	
	
How	do	cities	move	from	energy	ambitions	to	really	smart	urban	
solutions?	

-  Torkell	Pettersen,	Smart	City	Coordinator,	Bergen	Kommune	
-  Håvard	Haarstad,	Director,	Centre	for	Climate	and	Energy	

Transformation	
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2007

Norway’s first Energy 
Efficiency Report:

A 20% reduction is 
easy to accomplish 
using available 
technologies

Our Smart City Journey

2008

A study of key barriers:

Financing

Competence

Owner/tenant structure

2009

Erik Solheim, minister 
of climate and 
environment:

We need a role model!

2009 - 2011

Smart City Reports

Trondheim Smart City

Bergen Smart City

Oslo Smart City

Bergen can reduce
it’s energy
consumption by 29%
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The point is the enormous global impact of buildings

41%
of all energy 

consumed globally

33%
of all green-house 
gases emissions

25%
of all water 

consumed globally

Sources: CommScope/IDC Energy Insights, Business Strategy: Global Smart Building Technology Spending 2015-209 Forecast Intel, Smarter Building & Homes With the Internet of Things
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Key Findings

It could have been much worse…
A 12% reduction from the estimated trajectory from 2000. It 
works!

Not enough to offset rise in energy intensive 
activities.
Particularly from growth in energy demand in emerging 
economies.

Global energy demand rose by nearly 2% in 
2017 vs 0.6% in 2016.
The fastest yearly rise this decade, driven by economic 
growth and changes in consumer behavior.

Where are we today?
The IEA Energy Efficiency 2018 Report
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Where are we today?
Key drivers for change / improvements

Legislation and policies; i.e. the 2012 EU Energy efficiency directive, COP21++ implications etc.

National and local / city targets and strategies

Innovators; Green Building Council, Powerhouse, Rieber, Lyseparken/BKK, DNB

Financial support schemes; Enova, EU, Norwegian Research Council, performance contracting

Technology innovations; automation, IoT, solar photovoltaics, battery storage etc.
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Where are we today?
Sustainable investments accounting for environmental risks

A competitive building = a sustainable building
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Where are we today?
Action items to explore

The innovations are becoming mainstream, - but visionaries and technology savvy players needed to push  
the envelope.
▪ New standards are pushing new buildings - but what about refurbishments?
▪ Targets are set for project results - but what about life cycle building performance & energy optimization?

Action points beyond energy efficiency and building performance: 
▪ The building / business as an active participant in the local energy system
▪ Flexibility: the cornerstone of tomorrow’s power systems (IEA World Energy Outlook 2018
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A turning point with clear commitments

Reduce emissions by 
40%

within 2030

Foto/Faksimile: Aftenposten21. Juni 2016: Miljøvernminister Vidar Helgesen signerer Paris-avtalen
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Transportation counts for 30% of CO2 emissions in Norway
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Electrification as a key driver to reach sustainability targets!
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New technology driving change and enabling electrification

Energy storage; batteries, hydrogen

Power generation; photovoltaics

Smart grid and energy control systems

Electrical propulsion / drive systems; boat, ferry, car

A wholistic and collaborative approach is needed – across many technologies.
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“Currently, 85% of 
potential assets remain 

unconnected…”
World Economic Forum
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In the future, autonomous buildings will talk to each other

Building Technology
leveraging digital tools

Smart Buildings 
talking to one another

Intelligent Infrastructure 
enabling autonomous buildings 
& living cities 

TODAY… TOMORROW… BEYOND…
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What does this
mean for cities?
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Digitalization: a disruptive force across all sectors…
Cities have the second biggest impact

all values in €bn

Source: McKinsey (2015)

Economic impact of IoT in 2025 in €bn
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Connecting the virtual world to the real world

Plan

Smart 3D modeling

Design

Compare and analyze 
building proposals from every 
angle

Simulate  & Optimize Operate

IoT operating system for 
optimized city management

Simulate the impact of design 
changes

https://youtu.be/3ntJ2zLWoRQ
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E-Mobility stress tests – how the city & utility collaborates to 
develop a competitive infrastructure
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City Prosumer

Infrastructures merge horizontally

all electric means all connected means all digital

Smart 
Buildinge-mobilityenergy 2.0

2.0
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Key enablers to drive innovation across sectors, 
organizations and technology platforms

«Open data» and interoperability between cloud services and platforms

Co-creation and collaboration models, and maybe a revised glance at strategic purchasing

A new set of skills and competencies – the IT architect of the city
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How do businesses contribute to low-carbon energy 
transitions in cities?
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Build and deliver upon a sustainability strategy:
Committed to carbon-neutrality by 2030
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To take the lead is a competitive advantage and valued by 
shareholders
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Develop and deliver upon a sustainability strategy covering 
energy efficiency, electrification (mobility) and digitalization 
as the key enabler!

Sustainability a prerequisite for competitiveness:

Competitive buildings → Sustainable buildings
Competitive companies → Sustainable companies
Competitive cities → Sustainable cities

..and the engaged citizen; employee, customer, investor will push the change!



Fredrik	Seliussen	
Director	of	Development	

February	13th.	2019	



“Our first goal was to make a self-sufficient area by using local, renewable 

resources,” says Fredrik Seliussen, who is leading the project for the local 

municipality of Os, which wanted to develop the land to bring new jobs to the area. 

“After we had theoretically solved this . . . we decided to go further to the next level. 

The goal was not to be carbon neutral–but it might be the result of our 

business model. 



MEGATRENDS 
 



Mind Change 
New Generations 

Daddy,		
Do	you	really	have	
to	drive	the	car?	

2015:	Oscar,	5	years	old	



New technology gives new opportunities 



The coming flood of data 
 



Oslo:	50	nye	
autonome	
busser	+	krav	til	
elektrifisering	

Yara	Birkeland:	
Verdens	første	
autonome	skip	i	
drift	skal	
erstatte	40.000	
vogntogturer	i	
året	

Enkelte	som	
kjenner	bransjen	
tror	vi	ender	på	
50	prosent	
elbilandel	i	
nybilsalget	i	
2019,	ifølge	
OFV.	

Det	første	el-
flyet	kommer	til	
Norge	senere	i	
år.	

Autonomization and Electrification  
 



Smart Devices and sensors 



The world gets greener – even we want or not…. 



We believe that the future growth industries in Norway,  

with the highest growth in number of jobs: 

 

•  Bio economy  

•  Renewable energy  

•  Health and welfare  

•  The oceans  

•  Smart society / Smart city  

•  Creative industry  

•  Tourism  

•  Big data / AI / Blockchain / 3D-printing 

•  Data centers / EDGE Data Centers 

Where do we expect to see the growth in Norway? 



Data Centres – one of the world most growing industries  
2015 – 2020: Estimated growth in  Europe from 259 to 485 centres and the traffic will rise with 500 %  



….any challenges?  
 



….But What do we do in the Weekends?  
 

Oscar	and	Prime	Minister	Erna	
Solberg	collecting	garbage	at	the	
beach.		



Concept of Lyseparken 



Lyseparken  
November 21st. 2018 



Local energy resources 
Knowledge, survey and identifying 



Local energy resources 
Knowledge, survey and identifying 

Results	

•  Evaluations show relatively good solar energy resources in the business sector. Both 

solar cells and solar collectors can be utilized.  

•  Due to moderate wind resources, the potential for utilizing wind energy in the industrial 

park is considered limited.  

•  Of thermal energy resources, both outdoor air, Vindalsvatnet (a lake) and thermal 

resources in the ground are considered potentially good solutions. The conditions in 

Lyseparken enable the creation of a geothermal energy system for heating and cooling 

with a lower / middle level effect compared to what is normally measured in Norway.  

•  The utilization of Vindalsvatnet as an energy resource appears to be the most 

interesting solution. Calculations on water volume, temperature, water supply and 

evaporation show that Vindalsvatnet can cover the entire heating and cooling needs of a 

buildingmass corresponding to 600,000 m2 of office buildings.	



SMART GRID 

Infrastruktur	for	
elektrifisering	av	

transport	for	utslippsfri	
lokal-	og	pendlertrafikk	
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Effektivt	samspill	med	
distribusjonsnettet	for	å	
sikre	fleksibilitet	og	
forsyningssikkerhet		

Energilagring	for	å	
håndtere	lokal	

overskuddsproduksjon	
og	variasjoner	i	forbruk	

Lokal	produksjon	av	
fornybar	energi	

Langsiktige	
innkjøpsavtaler	av	
fornybar	energi	fra	

eksterne	
produksjonsanlegg	

(PPA*)	

Innsamling	og	analyse	
av	energidata	for	
optimalisering	av	
energibruk	og	

realisering	av	nye	
tjenester	og	

forretningsmodeller	



Up-Side-Down City 
Lyseparken 



Planning	of	all	Pipeline	Infrastructure	in	the	underground	
Coordinated	and	well	planned	in	relation	to	what	to	be	built	



Summer	operations	–	an	example	



Illustration Lyseparken 2017 



REUSE AND “RE-REUSE” OF 
ENERGY” 





Key focus when creating 
SPARK  

ü Sustainability	
ü Space	effective	
ü New	innovations		
ü Create	local	value	
ü Strong	local	cooperation		
ü Attract	new	industry	and	
technology	
	



Data	storage	as	part	of	value	chain	for	energy			
and	integrated	collaboration	for	building	optimization	



INTERNAL	
MARKET	
(BLOCK	CHAIN)	

Internal market and  
flow of ENERGY 



The Business Model? 

The	Owners	of	the	Buildings	

The	Data	Center	

The	Power	Company	

The	Technology	Suppliers	

LYSEPARKE
N	

LOCAL	
ENERGY	AS	

The	Businesses	/	Industry	



Fredrik	Seliussen	
Director	of	Development	
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Samling for Verneombudene 
Konsernsjef Jannicke Hilland 

How do businesses contribute to low-carbon energy transitions in cities? 
13. februar 2019 – Monika Inde Zsak 



Renewable	
Energy	

Fiber	
Local	Energy	
Systems	

Energy	
Services	

Grid	E-	Mobility	

Heating/	
cooling	



Foto:	Visit	Flåm	

The future is electric 



Establishing	Europe’s	largest	
onshore	power	supply	in	Bergen	

Foto:	Bjørn	Erik	Larsen/Bergens	Tidende	



BKK	Grønn	Invest	
	
Working	with	
startups	to	buld	the	
future	sustainable	
energy	system	



Energimarked 2.0 – Pilot project testing smart technology 
and customer value 

“Investments	in	Grid	
infrastructure	could	be	
reduced	with	40	mrd.”	

“Ola	Normann	has	the	
equipment	but	is	not	able	to	
join	a	market	for	flexibility"	







How	do	businesses	contribute…	

	
	

… to	low-carbon	energy	transitions	in	cities?	



After	the	coffee	break	
14:15-14:45	Interactive	session	
	
Why	are	you	at	this	seminar?	Stakeholders,	roles	and	expectations	in	
energy-smart	city-making		
	
14:45-15:45	Panel	2	–	Corina	Guder,	UiB	
	
How	do	cities	move	from	energy	ambitions	to	really	smart	urban	
solutions?	

-  Torkell	Pettersen,	Smart	City	Coordinator,	Bergen	Kommune	
-  Håvard	Haarstad,	Director,	Centre	for	Climate	and	Energy	

Transformation	



Why	are	you	at	this	seminar?	

	
	

Stakeholders,	roles	and	expectations	
in	energy-smart	city-making	

	
What	is	an	energy-smart	city	to	you?	
What	is	your	role	in	making	it	happen?	
How	do	you	think	we	can	get	there?	



THE SMART & 
LEARNING CITY  

13.02.2019 



Ambitions 
A fossil-free city 
by 2030. 
 



Our way  

 

- It is a 
method  
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Focus: 
externally 
Delivery: 
potential 



A sea of 
data:   

 
Lungegårdsvannet 
 
1000 buildings: 
10.000 opportunities   



City planning in an 
energy context 

Create 
and 
simulate 
PEDS.  



City 
driven 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Planning  



Buildings 
 
 
 
 

 



Mobility  



IcT - IoT 



Sectoral 
processes - 
streamlined 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Planning 
Buildings 
Mobility 
ICT/IoT 
 

= PEDS 



Her kan du skrive enhet/tilhørighet!  
Sett blank hvis dette ikke er aktuelt. 

Realizing the smart city 
Håvard Haarstad 

Professor, Department of Geography 
Director, Centre for Climate and Energy Transformation 



The ‘smart city’ wave 

•  EU Horizon 2020 funds 
‘Lighthouse cities’ 

•  EU goal of financing 300 
smart cities within 2020 
(various programmes) 

•  Lighthouse cities should 
develop replicable/scalable 
solutions 



Smart city strategies encompass: 

•  A method, not an end-state 

•  Holistic and cross-sectorial collaboration on 
urban and social development 

•  Use of technology to solve urban challenges 
 
 

UNIVERSITETET I BERGEN 



Are smart city projects catalyzing urban 
sustainability? 

Field work in three EU Horizon 2020 Smart cities  
 
•  Nottingham 
•  Stockholm 
•  Stavanger 
 



Case study: Stavanger 

Smart city strategy 

Smart city office, with smart city coordinator 

Smart city conference 

Smart city cluster 

Lighthouse-project 



Lessons on smart city strategies 

1.  The main challenge is ‘silos’ 

2.  Smart cities must build on actual challenges 
and goals 

3.  Large ‘room for maneuver’ locally to shape 
what the smart city should be 

4.  Good solutions are not necessarily high-tech 

5.  Success is dependent on dedicated effort, 
responsibilisation 

UNIVERSITETET I BERGEN 



Possibilities for Bergen? 

•  Better coordination across units in 
the municipality 
–  Smart city coordinator. Road map? 

Overarching strategy? 

–  Coordinate digitalisation, innovation, 
cross-cutting projects 

–  User involvement 



•  Facilitate experimentation and testing  

–  Make it easier to test, experiment 
and study 

–  Sustainable transport is an 
potential entry point 

–  ByLab, MUST 

 

Possibilities for Bergen? 



UNIVERSITETET I BERGEN 



How	do	cities	move…	
	
	

… from	energy	ambitions	
to	really	smart	urban	solutions?	


